
INTRODUCING THE XR700 
PULL BEHIND FLEX DECK 

FINISH MOWER

Combining a 132” width of cut with seven 21” flex decks, the XR700 finish mower cuts with the accuracy of seven small 

push mowers at the speed and production of an 11’ wide area mower. The XR700 pull behind mower is tens of thousands 

of dollars less compared to a self-contained mower and fits the production needs of golf courses, sports turf professionals, 

and commercial landscapers.

The XR700 pull behind finish mower includes seven independently flexing decks with 

up to 24° of total up/down motion and 360° of float for superior cut quality in even 

the most challenging contours and valleys. In addition, Lastec’s patented belt-driven 

decks require minimal maintenance.

NEW!

MODEL
  SignatureSignature

132” WIDTH 
OF CUT

XR700

Also available:
XR500 96” Flex Deck
Pull Behind Mower

SEVEN 21” FLEX DECKS n HUGS ROLLING TERRAIN
ELIMINATES SCALPING n PUSH MOWER ACCURACY



 DIMENSIONS, WEIGHT, AND SPECS
Tractor requirements 35hp (26.1 kw) & category 1, 

    three-point hitch

Width    (mowing) 132” (11ft) (335.28 cm)

Width    (transport) 102” (259.08 cm)

Height of cut   1” to 4.75” (25.4mm X 120.65 mm)

Deck configuration  Seven 21” (533.4 mm) decks with 4”  

    (101.6 mm) deep pans

Options   Draw bar mount

Weight   1,250lbs (566.9 kg)

                                   ART OF MOWING
ARTICULATORS

800.515.6798
lastec.com

12° of articulation
up/down for
each deck

Lastec flexing decks provide a premium quality of cut 

throughout the entire width of cut from wing to wing not found 

anywhere else in the industry. Lastec individual flexing decks 

cut areas that normally require hand trimming, provide a lower 

cut without scalping, mow through trenches and valleys in a 

single pass, and approach contours from any angle without 

scalping, missing grass, or damaging turf.

PREMIUM CUT QUALITY

Every Lastec mower features three, five, or seven 21” or 25” 

independently flexing decks that include up to 24° of total up/

down motion for the premium cut quality of several small push 

mowers in even the most challenging contours and valleys. In 

addition, Lastec’s center decks include a pivot in the center 

capable of up to 3° of up/down motion. 

SUPERIOR ACCURACY  GREATER PRODUCTIVITY


